





































 



Dirty Data
‘Artists find the measure of their own time just by doing
their work’, says Julia Scher who began making art about
surveillance long before the Internet really existed.

By Jakob S. Boeskov  14.06.19  Interview  Artikel på dansk

Julia Scher, Security by Julia IX (SBJ IX), 1991.
Exhibition view, Le Consortium, Dijon, 1991.
Courtesy the artist and Esther Schipper, Berlin
Photo © Julia Scher.

“It was literature and the idea of a dystopian future that brought me to a
landscape that was in ruins and under control,” says Julia Scher, who has
been working with surveillance as a theme since her first show at NADA in
New York in 1986. This American artist’s pioneering work includes
massive and complex art installations, where surveillance cameras, wire
mesh fences, video monitors, and surreal signage invite viewers into a
delirious world of surveillance and seduction.

For her show, Predictive Engineering at San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art in 1993, Scher created an installation where museum visitors saw
footage of themselves mixed with footage of naked people and scenes of
actors chasing one another, creating a hyperreal feedback loop in which
the fictional and the real were edited-together in real time. This piece is
emblematic of Scher’s work, which not only investigates the abstract
gaze of surveillance, but also how surveillance changes both the watchers
and the watched.

What’s more, she was there before anybody else. Nowadays, most are
aware of the “surveillance capitalism” embodied by the Internet, but
when Scher started her career, the internet as we know it had yet to be
invented, and electronic surveillance was a marginal theme. This not only
makes her a trailblazer, but also an artist who has moved beyond the
political and into the prophetic and poetic.
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In 2010, I saw Scher give a lecture during a seminar on urbanism and
surveillance at Hochschule für bildende Künste Hamburg (Hamburg Art
Academy), where we were both speaking. She was extremely charming
and engaging, showing images from one of her signature pieces, Security
By Julia (1988–) in which women in pink uniforms act as security guards.
She also cracked a lot of jokes. Perhaps her showmanship on stage is
related to the attractions of her work. Like all great art, Scher’s work
contains elements of danger, eroticism, and comedy, and its seriousness
is wrapped in delightful paradoxes and mysteries. Her work is, in other
words, multilayered and ecstatic.

Today, Scher lives in Cologne, Germany, where she teaches at
Kunsthochschule für Medien (The Academy of Media Arts). The interview
was conducted over Skype as a video call; Scher sat in her office at the
academy, while I sat in my loft in New York City’s Chinatown. Here, among
other things, Scher discusses her childhood in California, Francis Ford
Coppola’s film The Conversation (1974), and why artists will always be
interested in what it means to be human.

Julia Scher: Can you see me?

Jakob S. Boeskov: I can see you. Can you see me?

JS: Yes, I can see you.

JB: Cool. I just downloaded a little program called Audio Hijack. We are
only recording the audio, just so you know…

JS: Okay.

JB: So, what’s going down?

JS: This Thursday, we are having one of our crypto‑parties. It just means
that cryptologists, local hackers, people from the Chaos Computer Club
get together and help people with their own computers, how to encrypt
email and so on.

JB: In a sense, you’re helping teach the students to be hackers, or what?

JS: Well, it’s at MIT, where you teach people that…

JB: Have you ever taught MIT students? I guess my question is: do you
prefer to work with artists or scientists? 

JS: Well, I don’t prefer either. It’s a people thing.

JB: John Waters had this real good quote about hackers where he said
that the only really subversive subculture today is hackers, but they are all
dressed so badly, they don’t look cool.

JS: Aah!



JB: Could you agree with that?

JS: Where is he? Maybe it’s just in New York. You know, there’s the white
hats, there’s the black hats…

JB: I know.

JS: … there’s the grey hats. I mean, you’ve got different colours of hats.

JB: There’s a lot of different colours of hats. I think they could dress a little
better, some of these hackers, but I want to speak a little bit…

[Editors note: For those blissfully unfamiliar with the fascinating details of
computer hacking, we can explain that these ‘hats’ that Julia and Jakob
are talking about is a reference to three different kinds of computer
hackers. Black Hat Hackers are criminal hackers, who do it for the money.
Grey Hat Hackers are half-illegal hackers, which means they are not afraid
to break the law, but they don’t do it for the money. Edward Snowden is a
Grey Hat Hacker. And White Hat Hackers are corporate hackers who are
payed by their employers to hack into computer systems, in order to test
them.]

Julia Scher, Occupational Placement (1),
1989/1990. Vintage silver gelatin print, 27,8 x 35
cm. Courtesy the artist and Esther Schipper,
Berlin. Photo © Andrea Rossetti.

JS: How do the hackers in New York dress like? 

JB: Well, you don’t see them because they are in front of their computers
all the time. I wouldn’t know. But I am very curious about how Hollywood
portrays computer hackers, because every time there’s a Hollywood
movie, they always make computer hackers look cooler than they are.
There was a movie called War Games in the 80s, and the hackers looked



so cool. But in reality when you meet the real hackers, these guys – or
girls, but mostly they are guys – these guys have more pimples than in
the movies and they are socially awkward people.

JS: But that’s like saying there’s only one type of person who rides the
subway. I mean, Edward Snowden when he was first working with Laura
Poitras, he looked great. He wore a white tee shirt one day and a black tee
shirt, then he had that grey shirt…

JB: You think that he had a good sense of style?

JS: I don’t know if you can generalise about hackers. I had a friend who
was a cryptologist, he sadly died in 2013. He wore Hawaiian shirts, had
long hair, and was a surfer in Venice beach. When he died, there was a
Hawaiian‑style memorial for him with the giant surfboards. I don’t know if
you can….

JB: No, no, I know. Let’s skip the fashion talk. I want to talk about your
work. It seems like your work is a little bit ahead of the curve, so to speak.
Everybody is talking about surveillance these days. But you worked with
surveillance, basically, before the Internet really existed. So, maybe I
should ask you a really general question: how did surveillance come to
you as a theme?

JS: Let’s see. It was a long time ago, and….

JB: Yes! You were ahead of the curve. You were one of the first artists to
work with surveillance, I suppose.

JS: There are many stories about how artists find the measure of their
own time just by doing their work. 

JB: Sure.

JS: I was painting. I was actually painting pictures of people trapped in
monitors without really knowing it was cameras and monitors. On 3 March
1985, late at night, in a really cold studio in Minnesota, we were sitting
around drinking vodka. It was, like, twenty-five below. In kind of drunken
discussion, I said, ‘I’m just going to use the real gear. I’m just going to use
real cameras and monitors’.  

JB: Randomness is often overlooked in art. It’s like the story of Picasso
and Braque inventing Cubism around the same time… sometimes the
thing is to open your mind to what is happening around you.

JS: Yes. I got my Masters in 1984. George Orwell’s book 1984 was an
inspiration for my graduation.

JB: Aha! There you go! 



JS: It was actually literature and the idea of a dystopian future that
brought me to a landscape that was in ruins and under control, where
people were trapped. It was a notion shared by everyone from Philip K.
Dick, whom you are quoting in your pre-crime project, to the
anti‑capitalist movement at the time, to Noam Chomsky, Herbert Schiller,
and other people who found a dystopian world ahead. It was more velvet
glove than iron fist. I began reading people who had been revealing
secrets, and had brokered things to magazines like the The Fox, and
other publications at the time, like “Dissent” magazine, where I read Gary
T. Marx and his ‘“Maximum Security Society’” piece for the first time.

JB: Yes.

JS: So, it was through literature, periodicals, and magazines, and also
through big screen film extravaganzas that it came together. There was
also the madness of television, television, television…

Julia Scher, Always There – Surveillance Bed III,
2000. Bedstead, steel, wood, foam, 4 monitors, 4
cameras, 1 infrared-camera, 2 computer video
switchers, 2 video players, 1 video recorder, 1
microphone, 1 amplifier, 2 speakers, 1 ARRI light
(with red filter), cable. Exhibition view, Julia Scher.
Always There – Surveillance Bed, Schipper &
Krome, Berlin, 2000. Courtesy the artist and
Esther Schipper, Berlin. Photo © Ilona Ripke.

JB: CNN was in its early stages in the States at this time, I suppose.

JS: Well, MTV had started in 1983. People who were making Video Hour
were asked to make these spaces between the regular run times. This
idea of durational aesthetics that I developed through closed‑circuit
television really came by watching my friends doing television, television,
television in this endlessness. But it wasn’t any more important than
watching people like Vito Acconci going ‘Na na, na na, na na, na’, for



hours and hours and hours. There were already artists out there who were
stocking the train of following and watching and undoing privacy, but not
really naming it. Now they name it.

JB: A lot of political art – I guess now art about technology and
surveillance will be considered political art – can be a little boring. There’s
a poetic and humorous side to your work that I find tremendously
powerful. I want to talk a little bit about your manifestos that are all very
political. Reading them reminds of the sensation I had when I was a
teenager in Copenhagen going to see Public Enemy. Your manifestos are
very powerful text pieces and they’re very political.  Also, there are sexual
undertones in a very poetic way. Maybe I should ask you: have you ever
been interested in poetry? Did you ever write poetry?

JS: I say too much. Well, people like John Berryman and Theodore
Roethke, who were connected to Abstract Expressionist painters, really
inspired me. But what brought me to the manifestos was the humour in
advertising for high‑tech shit in the 1980s, that blew me away. Then I saw
artists like Barbara Kruger and Jenny Holzer, who were able to take
command, who were able to grab these handy sloganeers and turn them
into something different, something new. These were the women who
were very inspiring to me. On the man-side, on the advertising side… 

JB: On the man-side?

JS: Well, living in Minneapolis, it was the headquarters of Pillsbury, where
they tried to sell you bread products, this bread crap. Just the absurdity of
the advertising.

JB: But back then there were no advertisements about software products.
It’s a fairly new thing. I remember a couple of years ago there were
advertisements on the billboards of New York for a stupid piece of
software called Foursquare, and their slogan was, ‘tell us what you like,
and we will lead you to places that you will love’. Or something like that.
Today, software is just everywhere; it is now being advertised at the retail
level. But that wasn’t the case when you were doing these manifestos.

JS: No.

JB: And when you were doing work concerning monitors and surveillance,
this was a couple of years before the Internet. Correct?

JS: Yeah. The 80s were before the BBS [Editor’s note: Bulletin Board
System, an early text-based version of the Internet]. It was at a time
where closed‑circuit television was seen infrequently – for example, in
James Bond films, spy thrillers, and science fiction. What you’re
describing about these software ads we have today is this: they are selling
us something that we used to be able to do for free, like touch each other,
like talk to each other. Now, of course, mediated experience has a price
tag on it.



Julia Scher, Guards, 2004. Performance. Exhibition view: Julia
Scher, Guards, Live at Frieze London, 2018. Courtesy the artist and
Esther Schipper, Berlin. Photo: ©Andrea Rossetti.

JB: Just to return to that era when closed circuit television was new, I was
born in 1973 and I read George Orwell when I was a child. I remember, I
found it a little old‑fashioned. The surveillance state did become a reality,
but it became a reality in a radically different way than Orwell imagined.
We didn’t get a Big Brother. They don’t control us with pain, they control
us with pleasure.

JS: If you ask any Pisces, we Pisces go in circles, but the future ends up
being in that circle. I’m a Pisces. Dan Graham is an Aries and…



JB: I’m an Aries too!

JS: What are you?

JB: Aries. I’m an Aries.

JS: See, there you go. Aries gets Pisces and then laughs about us,
because we see the future more than Aries. But Aries likes us because
they can go really far with it. We don’t know what the future will hold, but I
believe that every young artist, anybody who says they want to be an
artist, has glimpses of what’s ahead.

JB: Absolutely.

JS: Every time I talk to young artists, you know, five years later, what they
talk about has come true. It’s really a wonderful way to express your
internal sense of your compass.

JB: In that sense, you were really early to see this new world. I’m curious if
you ever felt you were too early, if people got what you were talking
about? When I look at your work, I feel like, ‘oh my God’. Speaking about
this in the 1990s, a lot of people must have said, ‘this is just paranoid
conspiracy theory stuff!’ Was this ever a problem for you? 

JS: Yes. In 1985, when I was speaking about surveillance, I would give a
talk and I’d say, ‘are there any questions?’ and invariably there would be
silence. Then, a hand would go up and somebody would say, ‘well, what
do you mean by surveillance?’

JB: Yeah [laughs]. Well, this still happens. Topical Cream Magazine
hosted a seminar about science fiction and art with Dora Budor, Sam
Pulitzer, and me. After the talk, a woman came over to me and asked, ‘do
you work for the government?’ [laughs] So you still get questions from
people who don’t quite get it.

JS: Do you think people care, though, if you work for the government or
not? As an artist, you have to ask yourself: what issues are relevant
today? Because, what is a government today? And what is nationalism
today? 

JB: Sure, in the age of cyberspace, in the age of international networks,
the nation state seems more and more like a thing of the past. You can
argue that Obama was the first Internet president – in the sense that he
was the first guy to really use the Internet to get elected – and Trump is
the first Twitter president. Technology also decides who becomes our
leaders, in a sense.

JS: Technology also allows for a place within the media, such that I, right
now, can be chatting with you on Skype and at the same time see an
image of this guy who got a penis transplant the other day at Mass
General Hospital. I can see this on the same screen?



JB: What does he look like? Does he look happy with his new penis or
what?

JS: He looks happy with his new penis.

JB: That’s wonderful. Technology can be wonderful, I suppose.

JS: The technocracy, I think, that you are pointing to, this idea that we get
swallowed up maybe, or taken over, is no more poignant than in the
discussion of robots today. I’m just raising the topic of robots because it
points to outer space and another intelligence that we don’t know yet.

JB: Absolutely. But since you mentioned the penis transplant, I want to go
back a little bit again to the manifestos and the sexual undertones that are
in them – and in a lot of your other work too. I’m just curious, and I don’t
want this to be a sleazy… or, maybe we should turn this into a sleazy
conversation!? The connection between sexuality and technology has
been investigated since the early Surrealists, but when you started to
work with these themes, the Internet was fairly new. Internet pornography
wasn’t very common in the very early stages of the Internet. So, my
question is this: was it always obvious for you, to see this connection
between sex and new technology?

JS: Well, just to restate your thing about when did Internet meet porn: in
1995, I was actually approached by a guy who was repairing art gallery
computers. He approached me to be a producer – because I was working
in HTML‑1 and, whatever, because I was an artist dealing with sex – if I
would be a producer for Penthouse on the Internet, for Internet porn.

JB: Oh, Jesus!

JS: I said no, but of course I’d be a millionaire now and we wouldn’t be
talking.

JB: Julia, Penthouse is not doing so well these days. 



Julia Scher, Guards, 2004. Performance. Exhibition view: Julia
Scher, Guards, Live at Frieze London, 2018. Courtesy the artist and
Esther Schipper, Berlin. Photo: ©Andrea Rossetti.

JS: I grew up Van Nuys, California, which was the porn capital of the
world. The sex was right there. When you talk about control and access
and manipulation, you’re right there with people who want to make money
off it. Then, some of the great people who did something called… was it
mosaic or ceramic? These cyber goddesses – who were really connected
and became some of the first women on the Internet dealing with
sensuality – they were very sensually aware, and they knew everything.
They knew Queen Wu, they knew all the people from Mondo 2000.



[Editor’s note: Mondo 2000 was an influential cyberculture magazine
published in California in the 1980s and 1990s whose editor-in-chief was
Alison Bailey Kennedy a.k.a. Queen Wu.]

These women were really very intelligent in terms of what sensuality
would become in a techno‑driven world. It was there, at that moment,
where women were on top of their game in talking about it in magazines
and dealing with it. It was right on the cusp. It was a really interesting time
that way, as well. My manifestos fit into that program because it predicted
the occurrence of this… not clash, but this agency of combination that
separate fields were now coming together. But it wasn’t strange to them
at all, and so I was in some of these magazines. Year after year, there was
a growing base of people who were into the issues. There’s Peter Fend,
there is…

JB: He used to live here! Do you know that Peter Fend use to live here at
this loft? 

JS: Oh, wow! Where is he now?

JB: He’s in New York. I see him from time to time, but he used to live in
this very room, in this loft. He was the first artist I ever met from New York.
This was in Copenhagen. I was twenty-two years old, and Peter was riffing
these hilarious one-liners. I felt like he was either insane or a visionary.

JS: He’s a visionary. I haven’t seen him in years though, so I’ve lost track.

JB: My first solo show, where I showed the ID Sniper (2002) was in New
York in 2004, at The Thing. Gisela, Wolfgang Staehle’s wife, told me how
Peter Fend had problems with Homeland Security, because Peter was the
first artist, the first civilian, to get access to satellite imagery of Earth, and
this became a problem. So, Gisela told me how agents from Homeland
Security had come to the offices of The Thing to ask for Peter Fend. She
showed me a business card that one of the Homeland Security agents had
given her. Again, the way surveillance works is very different from how
George Orwell imagined it.

JS: Regarding Orwell, I want to clarify how things opened up for me. Gary
T. Marx taught at MIT in 1988, and I taught in his class, which was in the
department of sociology. He taught this idea that the maximum security
society had six sub‑societies. I introduced my work, and the six sub-
categories of his maximum security society are six categories that I’ve
covered in my work.

JB: Could you break down each of those six? I think it would be really
interesting for the interview. What are those six?

JS: Actuarial, predictive, transparent, and porous. And by that I mean, the
porous society is what you could go through, but there are massive
checks. Like the airport before the TSA emerged. The dossier society. He



never knew about cell phones, but you could have your dossier on your
Internet. Your data profile is who you are. For example, we couldn’t see
that then.

JB: Got it, yeah.

Julia Scher, Information America, 1995. Overall
dimensions variable (desk: 73.7 x 152.4 x 76.2 cm).
Installation view: Julia Scher, American Promises,
Ortuzar Projects, New York, 2019. Photo: Timothy
Doyon, Courtesy of Ortuzar Projects.

JS: They say the next thing is the aggregate society. Aggregate
engineering has surpassed prediction as a way forward with security. You
can find it online on his website. At the end of his career, he turned to
humour and started writing cultural rags, writing stories about spies and
stuff. He totally went the other direction. His background had been
writing about police surveillance of Civil Rights marches and how the left
was being destroyed by police and the CIA.

JB: In a way, there’s nothing to laugh about today. At least in the 1960s,
the whistleblowers who broke the story about Watergate became national
heroes. In our generation, similar whistleblowers are in jail or in exile. It’s a
very serious time we live in. But again, back to the element of humour.
Humour can be necessary in the sense that… well, if you deal with
surveillance and paranoia, working with these subjects can also be
become little bit of a self‑fulfilling prophecy. Working with paranoia and
surveillance can be a comfortable paranoid world that you can engulf
yourself in. You don’t strike me as a very paranoid person, Julia. You are a
respected and a loved artist. But, I guess, my question is: does working
with surveillance have a personal effect on you? That question is a little
vague, pardon me.

JS: Tony Oursler, who I have known for many years, and I have talked
about humour and comedy many times. He said, ‘comedy is tragedy plus
time’. My background drags me in to deal with tragedy. But the existing
stature of living with this insanity, this world, deserves some humour.



JB: Absolutely.

JS: I find things that we do, what people do, really funny. I came out of the
post-war 50s television where Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz – all these
really funny TV shows – handled themes like domestic abuse, people
beating each other up, treating women like shit, pedophilia, all this crap.
In a way, I took on the demeanour of some of these 50s comedies, these
women who laughed it off as a way to deal, and then it also satisfied an
audience. I got into comedy, humour, as much as a self‑defense
mechanism. Because I’m shy, but also because it invoked that you were
going to overcome something. Can you hear me?

JB: Absolutely. I’m still here.

JS: It’s not funny when you can’t detect someone who’s watching you and
stealing your information. It’s not funny when satellite photography
catches you doing something you don’t want other people to see. It’s not
funny, but humour is a survival mechanism.

JB: Humour is also a way to create truth. Stanley Kubrick initially wanted
to make Dr. Strangelove as a thriller, and then he realised that mutual
nuclear destruction was so absurd that he ended up making it into
comedy. But that didn’t make it any less an important movie. I think there
is a misconception about humour in art. For some reason, people seem to
prefer irony, where satire can be a little misperceived for some reason. I
love satire, and I believe our time needs movies or art like Dr. Strangelove
to show the absurdity of it all.

JS: Yes.

JB: Again, I love Laura Poitras, and Citizen4 is a fantastic movie. This is
not a put down of Laura Poitras, but when you make a very serious work,
there can be an element of preaching to the converted. Outside academia,
outside the art system, most people don’t accept the concept of the new
surveillance society yet. This will change, surely. I grew up in the 80s, and
I really saw how movies and mass culture can change the general
perception in society.  Those movies about the Vietnam War, Apocalypse
Now and so on, they really changed our perception of history; they
changed our perception of that era completely. Eventually, perhaps, there
will be big blockbuster movies that will make people realise what dark
times we have been living in for the last ten years. It seems like people
haven’t really grasped it yet… 

JS: The humorists might say, ‘Oh, these were the good old days’. In ten
years, we’re all going to be living like dogs and eating cockroaches, with
no houses and we’ll be naked. Who knows? The great film, The
Conversation, which was basically Coppola’s love poem to surveillance
was made really just to cover his costs for The Godfather, I think.

JB: I love The Conversation!



JS: There’s such beauty in the Harry Caul character and how he was
named. The idea of the caul and the covering: this thin coat that is like the
skin when a baby is born with a caul. The use of language and the words
and the script, it’s such a beautiful film.

JB: He’s such a sad and lonely character, Harry Caul. He saw that
loneliness that comes with being a voyeur. That loneliness is around
today. I think a lot of people struggle with a sense of inauthenticity
because capitalism forces them to be voyeurs, so to speak.

JS: That’s such a great point. It’s maybe not the discussion for today. Tom
Levine wrote a great article that describes the last scene of The
Conversation. It’s the reason that [Caul] can never find the hidden camera
after he’s torn up his apartment and destroyed everything he owns. The
camera is not to be found, it’s not in the room.

JB: It’s in his mind.

JS: It’s not even in the building. It’s outside. The camera is the viewer, the
audience that is watching. When I saw The Conversation in 1974, I had
this wonderful, important break. For me, this was so inspiring – I’m much
older than you. In ’74, I had already seen a lot of Vito Acconci and Bruce
Nauman, and this really is a heartbreaking moment in the film: that you
cannot reach it, that there is a gap. There is a space there that Coppola
was able to portray,  the beauty of that. It’s one of my top ten surveillance
films of all time. The audio is so amazing, and the women are so
disingenuous… but just a caveat, back to humour, is that when I started
Safe and Secure Productions as a real job, it was an outgrowth of my
cleaning business in Minneapolis. I was cleaning peoples’ apartments and
I worked at an aerobics parlour cleaning the mats.

JB: Did you do a good job?

JS: I was rejected from… I wanted to go to electronics school to learn to
solder and shit, and I failed the entrance exam. Brown Electronics.

JB: Fuck them.

JS: I hand taught. I’d go the store and ask: how do you plug; what does
this wire do? I learned that way. And then I started Safe and Secure
Productions as a company that installed surveillance for real – and
security bar gratings, door locks, and cameras, for real.

JB: You actually did that? I didn’t know that. So let me get this straight,
Julia, you installed security cameras for women who were afraid of crime,
burglary, and sexual crimes?

JS: Oh, I had a real business. S.S.P. : Safe and Secure Productions. I
shouldn’t have lost the website, but it cost me too much money. The
company was installing security equipment. I had started with women



who had trouble feeling secure. So, I’d do a whole security appraisal of
their house or their apartment and install it. I brought everything over,
burglar bar gratings, new locks, cameras, wire, and would fix up their
place. So, it went from cleaning to installing. By the time I had my first
show at NADA in 1986 in New York, I told them I’d be going back to
Minneapolis in four months if I fucked up in New York. I still had customers
in Minneapolis for years who thought I was still coming back to fix their
cameras and clean their house.

JB: I love that. I didn’t know you installed cameras for real. 

JS: I did. So, well, it was somewhat sad. But it was done with humour, in a
way. It was playful work, but with an attention to how catastrophic,
devilish, and powerful the forces running over us were. I had a business
license, and I was also the first woman member of the Metropolitan
Burglar and Fire Alarm Association as a Class 1 certified installer in New
York in 1988.

JB: There you go. Maybe we should also think about wrapping this up. I
think we covered a lot of ground. Maybe we should end up on a positive
note, because we touched upon the cockroaches and the coming
apocalypse and how our heroes are jailed. So, I guess what I’m hearing
you also say is that some technology can also have a positive side. You
actually helped these women, made them feel more safe. I’m not trying to
water down any criticism – or water down your work, or my own work, or
the work of anybody else – but you know what I’m saying? I guess I’m
trying to say there are sort of positive ways of looking at how technology
can be used as a counter-measure. You have a wonderful phrase,
‘Counterspy Transmission’, in one of your manifestos. 

JS: Counterspy, it’s an interrupter. I think the last word of that line is an
interrupter, ‘Counterspy Transmission Interrupters’.

JB: OK, I only got part of it.

JS: In any sense, I did have a friend who worked for the NSA and who was
a very wonderful cryptologist. It’s not for this conversation. But, anyway,
we ought to consider that: do we as people want to keep democratic
principles? If surveillance is one-way, all the time, we’re screwed. The
democratic principles, such as we understood them in the past, could fall
in the whereabouts of control, when they’re unknown and invisible. So,
does spying and surveillance put the principles that we believe in at risk?
This isn’t a report on the state of the United States, but I think it gives a
hint as to the kinds of emerging threats that are real, and that are dealt
with by artists who see what emerges on the horizon. I know they’re
talking a lot about horizon now, because of Verizon, the telephone
company, and there are all these jokes. I think they’re funny. I can’t
remember any of them, but they’re pretty funny. It’s a telephone
company.



JB:  No, I know. I remember the Verizon strike a few years ago. The
workers at Verizon were striking and it was affecting peoples’ download
speed. It was very futuristic.

JS: Oh.

JB: There’s a universality, there’s a timelessness to surveillance, in the
sense that, well, even if you look to biology, the animals look at each
other. Information is power. In a sense, it’s always been like this. I’m really
interested in camouflage in nature. Already now, people are working with
counterspying measures. There are some designers, in order to avoid
face recognition, they print out tee shirts with famous people on them, so
the camera will look at the famous person and get distracted that way. But
nature has been evolving like this for hundreds of thousands of years. You
have un‑poisonous snakes that look exactly like poisonous snakes in order
to avoid being eaten by predators. Ideas about camouflage, deception,
and secrecy are part of evolution. And now, everything is just getting
magnified by technology and it is what it is. Anyway, I just want to say
thank you for talking with me. I want to say it’s such wonderful and
important work you’re doing. I think you have inspired more people than
you know. Again, the visionary quality of it being so early on in the game is
good karma, and it gives you street cred. You’re original… in hip-hop, they
call it ‘original gangster’. It’s the person who was there before everybody
else.

JS: You’re too nice, and your conversations with me over email have been
beautiful, exciting, and lifesaving – and just so inspiring. 

JB: Oh, thank you.

JS: Can I order your Face Jagger book from your website?

JB: I’ll send it you. That project took a lot of time, but now it’s finished as a
book. For this piece, I went to Anaheim in California, to a real surveillance
fair to present a cyber weapon. It was a weapon that could hack the
identities of terrorists by simulating their faces – again, going back to
mimicry, simulation, and camouflage.

JS: Great idea.

JB: The weapon was taken seriously. I spoke to people who were selling
biometric locks. They didn’t call them locks. They called them ‘biometric
access control systems’. But they were, in fact, electronic locks, where
you can only get access to your building if your face and your eyes and
your fingers are scanned. I told the guy from the company about Face
Jagger and I asked him, ‘could anybody gain access through your
biometric lock system with a 3D printed mask on?’ And he just answered
really cool, and calm and collected: ‘no, no. Look at this part of the lock.



This is an infrared camera, the infrared camera will detect heat. This
means that anybody wearing a mask will look suspicious because there’s
no heat coming through the mask’. 

JS: You just have to keep expanding on the technology, because there’s a
new kind of face cream at MIT that can mask who you are, and deliver
temperature…

JB: I want that face cream.

JS: You should check it out. At MIT they have worked on it so that you
could actually augment it. Computer‑to‑computer matching systems are
only as smart as the computers. So, you can find other techno‑materials
to go with this mask.

JB: Absolutely. And that’s funny you say that. I don’t know why I want to
keep ending this on a positive note, but I guess dystopia is a little boring in
the long run. People tend to think of this new totalitarian techno‑machine
that will arise, and it’s true. We are living in a totalitarian capitalist system,
we are living in a surveillance state, but there are always counter
measures. A few years back, in Hollywood, a lot of people were talking
about this stupid thing called the Singularity. You know, the concept that
Ray Kurzweil coined? I find it to be a ridiculous concept, and a very fascist
concept, in a way. Like what you said a second ago, there are limits to
what computers can do. They can never have a soul, they’re still only
machines. 

JS: They’re making them with souls now. They’re working on it.

JB:  Oh, yeah? But will they succeed? I don’t think so.

JS: I bet you there could be a time where the computers, artificial
intelligence, gets rid of us, because we’re so full of failure and so
unnecessary. We don’t know how this scenario will play out. There are
many potential possibilities with what humans will be in the future. Maybe
your DNA will get implanted in an AI device one day?

JB: No, no, no.

JS: What is humanity? Artists always want to fuck with that, want to play
with that. What is humanity? What is a human gesture? What is inhuman?
Is waterboarding inhuman, even if it gives you the name of some creepy
guy that you think might be harming you? This is all a matter of
perspective.

JB: I know what you’re saying. We are already cyborgs in the sense that
you have glasses, I have glasses; technology has augmented our bodies in
a very basic way. Right now, we’re using a computer to have this
conversation. But, I must say, I do think that Singularity subscribers
misunderstand something fundamental if they think computers will have



a soul. There seems to be a misconception that accumulation of data
equals consciousness. They keep building these huge data centres, but
they just accumulate data. Even people in NSA and people inside CIA say
this is counterproductive because we’re going to have data overload. In
the same sense, I think what the Singularity subscribers say is that if you
accumulate enough data, you will have the simulation of human
consciousness, and I think that’s a falsity.

JS: We better damn well know what we are as humans, and whether our
principles about liberty – or even if it’s privacy, or what is a family – can
endure in a world where maybe the soul is only in a few of the living, and
not all of the living, beings. I really don’t have an answer. I guarantee you
in twenty years from now, I would have a very different perspective. In the
same way, in 1985, I never could’ve imagined having such a conversation
with you. This is a total time travel.

JB: Absolutely.

JS: Because I can’t imagine somebody else would be so engaged with
these words and saving them to memory. And you’re not shrinking from
the vocabulary, or afraid of the glossary at the back of Brave New World,
like so many people were then. It’s wonderful and fascinating, and it’s a
great time. And it’s great to travel over time with you.

JB:  It’s been great to time travel with you too, Julia. I think it was a very
human conversation, and a great post-human conversation. I’m looking
forward to traveling to the post‑human world with you. I want to say thank
you for taking the time out to do this. Do you feel okay with this? Do you
think we covered enough?

JS: My big question for you would be about how you feel, in your
circulation of information and images, and how you work as a transporter
yourself. Maybe there’s an equivalent in a parallel universe, and what
would that person, vehicle, or essence be?

JB: What do you mean? 

JS: Well, like, you’re making a gun to do a face transplant, in a way. Maybe
in another universe, it would be a flower or something else. You have
flowers in the background.

JB: For me, a lot of this work is Scandinavian trauma therapy. People don’t
really realise this. People are going, ‘oh, you’re just some techno fetishist
trip’, and I have to explain to them, ‘no, I grew up in Scandinavia, where
Philip K. Dick’s concept of pre-crime was very much a reality’. When I
grew up, there was a thing a called, interestingly enough, S.S.P.

JS: Oh, wow.



JB: S.S.P. was an acronym for Schools, Social Services, and Police. All
these units would collaborate in order to prevent crimes before they
happened. This was Scandinavia in the 1980s. Scandinavia is a very soft
surveillance society; it’s real, but very soft. Some of this stuff comes from
me dealing with that. Generally, I just find it fascinating to work with the
future, because it’s the only thing we don’t know anything about.

JS: I have to tell you, many of my students from the former GDR (German
Democratic Republic) have a very different perspective on surveillance,
and a very serious alertness, like you do. They would never laugh about
these issues. You’ll get more of a laugh in a country that never had to deal
with it, where kids weren’t exposed to it.

JB: Perhaps we should wrap this up. I think we covered a lot of ground.

JS:  I’d say there is not enough time to cover all the questions and jewels
of information you have, which I haven’t even asked you about. Maybe one
day, I’ll get to New York and we can continue the conversation.

JB: I can’t wait.



Julia Scher taking Liberty from China Town to Tribeca, 2019. Photo:
©Julia Scher.
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Art

Julia Scher’s work foresaw our world 
of privacy invasion. By Paul Laster 

Photographs by Hollis Johnson

AT A MOMENT when our lives 
are tracked and sold as data, 
Julia Scher’s installations from 
the late !"#$s to the mid-%$$$s 
seem especially prescient. 
Combining CCTV footage 
with sculptural elements (a 
four-poster bed, a guard-dog 
statue), Scher’s pieces probe 
the proliferation of surveillance 
systems that dress invasions of 
privacy in the sheep’s clothing 
of security. Born in Hollywood 
and currently living in Cologne, 
Germany, Scher now returns to 
the U.S. for her first NYC show 
in !& years, held at Ortuzar 
Projects, where she discusses 
her work and its sometimes 
confessional qualities.

Have you always been interested 
in surveillance?
Actually, I started out as a 
landscape painter.

What made you change?
It started in art school, when I 
saw a photo by Susan Meiselas 
from El Salvador’s civil war. 
It showed a hillside firing 
range covered by targets with 
silhouettes of torsos. So, I 

began to paint people framed 
inside those same shapes. 
After a while, they began to 
remind me of TV monitors, so 
I'switched'mediums.

One of your earlier videos, 
Discipline Masters, from 1988, is 
just you addressing the camera 
about your childhood. It’s not 
really about surveillance, is it?
It’s still related because 
surveillance is about exposure, 
about letting things out 
that you’ve been hiding. It’s 
a'confession.

You talk about your 
abusive parents in the video.
Yes, living with them was like 
being in prison.

Was it traumatic to revisit 
those memories?
No, I loved doing it. I thought 
of it as theater. But I also knew 
watching it would be torturous, 
especially at its original !!-hour 
running time. I didn’t show it 
until %$$(, and when I finally 
did, after editing it to almost four 
hours, I was frankly shocked that 
people wanted to see it.

Eye spy

Edited by Howard Halle
timeout.com/nyart   @HowardHalle

Art &
Museums

THE THREE

BEST ART SHOWS
RIGHT NOW

Å “MOOD”
With the the Studio 
Museum in Harlem 
closed for major 
construction, MoMA 
PS1 takes over hosting 
duties for the uptown 
institution’s annual 
artist-in-residence 
showcase, featuring 
works by Allison Janae 
Hamilton, Tschabalala 
Self (pictured) and Sable 
Elyse Smith.
Æ MoMA PS1 (moma.org). 
Through Sept 8.

Ç Simone Leigh, Brick House
Made of bronze, not brick, Leigh’s monument to the role 
of women in the African diaspora takes its title from a funk 
classic by the Commodores. 
Æ The High Line Plinth (thehighline.org). Through Sept 2020.

Æ “Artistic 
License”
The eponymous 
license has been 
given to six artists 
(Paul Chan, Cai Guo-
Qiang, Jenny Holzer, 
Julie Mehretu, 
Richard Prince and 
Carrie Mae Weems) 
who’ve rummaged 
through the Gugg’s 
collection to select 
their fave works for this show.  
Æ Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum (guggenheim.org). Through Jan 12.

Time Out New York June 12–25, 2019

Find the coolest 
exhibitions and more at 
timeout.com/nyart.

Was everything in it true? Your 
dad really was an alcoholic 
FURVV�}GUHVVHU"
Yes! You can’t make this stuff up. 
But the idea was to find words to 
deal with it—how to talk about it 
and make it into art.

Let’s talk about another piece: 
Mama Bed. It’s a four-poster 
bed loaded with cameras and 
screens—with a whip placed on 
the mattress. What’s that about?
Sexuality: Beds are places of 
reproduction, of regeneration 
and birth, after all. But it’s 
also part of an ensemble that 
includes Papa Bed and Baby Bed, 
so it relates to Goldilocks and the 
Three Bears and the questions 
the story raises about strength, 
size, watchfulness and choice.
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“Surveillance 
is about 
exposure, 
about letting 
things out 
that you’ve 
been hiding.”

You have a new sound piece 
in which you direct viewers 
through the exhibition as a 
form of control. You also talk 
about making promises—
you’ve even titled the show 
“American Promises.” 
:KDW}GR�\RX�PHDQ"
I suppose it means that, 
despite everything, people 
from far away still want 
to immigrate to America, 
largely because of what 
they see on TV. They feel 
compelled to come here, 
but it’s a paradox, because 
it’s their choice. A promise 
isn’t'a'command.

Æ “Julia Scher: American Promises” is at 
Ortuzar Projects through July 26  
(ortuzarprojects.com).
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through the exhibition as a 
form of control. You also talk 
about making promises—
you’ve even titled the show 
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largely because of what 
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but it’s a paradox, because 
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Julia Scher

Al Frieze di Londra di quest’anno il personale di sicurezza si

aggirava per la fiera in uniforme rosa. Era l’opera “Security by

Julia”, performance proposta dall’artista americana più di

vent’anni fa, e tra le più fotografate dell’evento. La sua prossima

mostra “Wonderland” alla galleria Esther Schipper di Berlino

inaugura il 14 dicembre

02.01.2019 
by Giulia Bortoluzzi
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Foto Mathias Schmitt

SEE ALSO: Pollini, Trussardi e Woolrich. Cartoline di stile dalla
97esima edizione di Pitti Uomo

Da sempre il colore rosa è considerato la quintessenza della
femminilità, principio consolidatosi anche grazie alla Barbie, dal
1959 con logo e divisa total pink. Julia Scher lavora su questo
stereotipo, portandolo quasi all’assurdo, vestendo con uniformi rosa
le sue guardie di sicurezza. «Se negli anni 80 “Security by Julia”
creava una reazione umoristica, oggi si è andato perdendo il tono
ironico della performance. La tecnologia all’epoca non era in
questione, mentre oggi, se vedi del personale in divisa - anche se
vestito di rosa - non ne metti in dubbio l’autorità perché ormai il
mondo è talmente insicuro che la questione si è spostata dall’ironia
alla paura». Da fine anni 80, Julia Scher è stata una pioniera nella
ricerca artistica sui sistemi di controllo e sorveglianza, riflettendo sul
tema non solo in maniera speculativa ma creando degli scenari nei
quali far emergere costrutti e dinamiche che spesso non sono
percepite come tali perché insite nel fare comune. È stata tra le

L’artista, qui ritratta nel suo studio, con bombolette spray e mascherina,

usa spesso videocamere di sorveglianza nei suoi lavori come nella serie

“Surveillance Beds” realizzata tra il 1994 e il 2003 dove mette al centro

della scena un letto circondato da pali d’acciaio sui quali sono montate

delle telecamere che registrano tutto ciò che accade.

https://www.lofficielitalia.com/fashion-week/pollini-trussardi-woolrich-fall-winter-2020-pitti


percepite come tali perché insite nel fare comune. È stata tra le
prime a usare l’internet come strumento artistico a metà anni 90 con
“Securityland” e a riflettere sullo schermo come mezzo di

comunicazione: «La prima volta che ho usato uno schermo ci voleva
mezz’ora per il download di un file, ricordo che provavo un piacere
indescrivibile nel guardare l’immagine scaricarsi e caricarsi, era
qualcosa di magico. 

1 / 2

Oggi invece si cerca un godimento immediato delle immagini».
Nata a Hollywood nel 1954 non è difficile pensare come l’artista sia
cresciuta con una passione sfrenata per gli obiettivi e le
videocamere, lei stessa racconta di aver subito il fascino degli studi
cinematografici della San Fernando Valley dove da un lato

https://www.lofficielitalia.com/arte/julia-scher%23
https://www.lofficielitalia.com/arte/julia-scher%23


cinematografici della San Fernando Valley dove da un lato
sorgevano i grandi lodges in cui venivano costruiti i set e girati i film,

e dall’altro assemblavano gli aeroplani. La fascinazione per questi
luoghi risente anche dalle architetture: «I magazzini mi hanno
sempre affascinata, le persone entravano ma non sapevo bene cosa
facessero, da bambine volevamo scoprire cosa c’era all’interno.
Nessun tipo di studio è mai stato a livello di questi spazi, anche dal
punto di vista tecnologico». Professore dal 2006 della cattedra in
Multimedia and Performance/Surveillant Architectures all’Academy
of Media Arts di Colonia, Julia Scher ha stabilito il suo primo studio
in città nel 2011 e lì ci è rimasta per cinque anni. 

1 / 3

 Oggi il suo spazio di lavoro è un edificio d’inizio ’900, che durante
la seconda guerra mondiale era adibito all’accoglienza di poveri e
abbandonati. Bombolette, scatole, foto, libri, videocamere e
uniformi dipinte di rosa, assemblate ovunque in un disordine
apparentemente ordinato. Della California la Scher ha portato con
sé la luce, mentre dalla sua finestra gode del verde europeo
«impagabile rispetto al deserto di L.A.». Da un’infanzia passata
davanti alla tv ha maturato l’idea di sequenza, di taglio e montaggio

https://www.lofficielitalia.com/arte/julia-scher%23
https://www.lofficielitalia.com/arte/julia-scher%23


di spot pubblicitari del quale sente di essere passivo spettatore,
senza alcun controllo. Da qui il suo interesse a usare la tecnologia

per creare immagini e significati sul controllo e la produzione del
sapere, come nel caso dei girati delle camere di sicurezza che in
alcuni casi la Scher monta in diretta assieme a materiale pre-
registrato. «Ciò che mi affascina è il modo in cui è possibile
produrre lo spazio per un’esperienza che combini assieme elementi
reali e fittizi. Tutto ciò ha molto a che vedere con la questione delle
fake news esplosa qualche anno fa, ma all’epoca il tema non si
poneva, lo schermo seduceva chi osservava perché permetteva di
immaginare il proprio riflesso, l’immagine che si ha di sé e della
propria vita. In un certo senso la tv agiva come uno specchio,
perché guardandola ci si riconosceva.

Uno dei temi sui quali si concentra la ricerca attuale di Julia Scher è
la “Durational Aesthetics” cioè lo studio degli effetti che il tempo ha
sulla conservazione delle opere d’arte come la performance. Tra gli
autori e le letture di riferimento dell’artista: Paul Virilio, Gary T. Marx

col suo “Undercover: Police Surveillance in America”, David Lion,
Noam Chomsky, Arthur Miller e Jean Genet.



Oggi i social media hanno preso il suo posto e hanno a che fare con
l’istinto ancestrale di godere della propria immagine. Sono pratiche
che ci fanno stare bene». Se nel passato gli oggetti tecnologici
erano progettati per darci piacere, oggi i meccanismi di seduzione
si stanno spostando a livello sempre più intimo, sono meno visibili e
più confortevoli. Come già l’artista scriveva nel 1992 nel saggio mai
pubblicato “The screen as a site of control” il design della
tecnologia diventa sempre più morbido e curvo per adattarsi
meglio ai nostri corpi. Il tema del controllo nella sfera intima e
privata affrontato in opere come “Always There” (1994) o
“Surveillance Bed” (1995) si è evoluto con uno studio sul piacere
voyeuristico e sul tema della “surveillance creep”. «Oggi esiste un
gradiente dei privilegi per l’accesso ai contenuti su internet, ci sono
osservatori con ruoli diversi che partecipano all’espansione delle
immagini, ma io sono più timida di prima, non condivido foto
personali sul cellulare, e la cosa più inquietante è che nessuno ti
avvisa dei rischi». Per concludere con le parole del direttore del
Whitney Museum Adam D. Weinberg, dal catalogo della mostra
“Astro Noise” del 2016: “L’arte è una possibile risposta alla
sorveglianza totale, non soltanto perché la smaschera;
caratteristiche dell’arte come la casualità, l’ambiguità, l’illogicità,
l’anarchia, l’imprevedibilità e tutte le operazioni incentrate sul caso
sfidano i sistemi oppressivi basati sulla struttura e sul controllo”.
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SEE ALSO: Jil Sander, minimalismo in crescendo

Articoli correlati

Nell’azione “Security by Julia”
riproposta a Frieze London
quest’autunno donne in età
matura vestite con uniformi

rosa vagano per la fiera
interagendo con i visitatori.

Giustapponendo l’invisibilità
delle donne anziane con la
visibilità del personale di

sicurezza, così come l’ironia
del colore rosa con le

connotazioni minacciose della
divisa, Julia Scher combina
un’analisi dei meccanismi di

controllo con la critica
femminista.
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‘Maybe the Human Thing Is Over’: Why Artist

Julia Scher Has Revived Her Disturbingly

Prescient ’90s Techno-Dystopia

The artist's acclaimed 1998 installation imagined a dark technological future.

Its recreation in Berlin now asks, has it arrived?

Julia Scher Security by Julia II (1989). Courtesy of Esther Schipper.

<4,2&=5#$-&.",,/%011-2$%345,-2,36#714+#>,1?4,28+5#$-8@AB;, January 3, 2019

“Why are we tolerant, and not intolerant, of suffering?” Julia Scher

asks me over the thundering sounds of her installation at Esther

Schipper Berlin on a recent afternoon.

The 64-year-old American artist rose to acclaim in the early 1990s

for posing exactly these kinds of impossible, wide-angled questions.

Speculative topics like the future of humankind in the face of

artificial intelligence were still marginal issues then, but they appear

potently relevant today Esther Schipper, where Scher’s breakout

techno-landscape from 1998, Wonderland, has been faithfully

recreated twenty years later.
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On view until February 9, the soundscape hangs on the cusp of

analog and digital technology and it feels, amazingly, like it hasn’t

lost any of its currency in the passing decades. It also feels,

worryingly, like Scher’s ominous musings on the future may have

finally arrived.

Exhibition view of Julia Scher’s Wonderland, Esther Schipper, Berlin, 2018.

Photo: Andrea Rossetti.
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Wonderland made its debut at New York’s Andrea Rosen gallery in

1998. As Scher puts it, the piece is still a fundamentally “New York

work.” Indeed, it includes a towering portrait of a 10-year-old Lena

Dunham (https://www.instagram.com/p/BknoAADl3xl/?hl=en) and her

sibling Grace Dunham, whose parents—artists Caroll Dunham and

Laurie Simmons—allowed Scher to photograph them, as a favor to

dealer Andrea Rosen.

The entire installation is child-sized, complete with tiny stools, desk,

and candy scattered around. Children, who Scher calls “young

innocents,” are among the most helpless victims of violence. But in

Wonderland, things have changed. Scher has put the kids in charge.

“When being told to do all this shit by the Queen of Hearts in Alice in

Wonderland, who eventually tells Alice ‘off with your head,’ Alice

replies, ‘screw you—you’re just a pack of cards!’ In my version, she’s

saying, ‘you’re just a bunch of bytes!’ She is defying the

computerization of her life,” Scher says.

As viewers walk around the installation, fun-house mirrors alter the

reflections of their bodies while Scher’s voice directs their

movements. The work tempts visitors to take selfies, an aspect of its

development that delights Scher (since it was made well before

camera phones). “I love technology,” she says as she takes out her

phone and we snap a picture together. “I’m a total groupie.”
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Lena by Julia Scher. Courtesy of Esther Schipper.

Her enthusiasm for digital technology is tempered by an ominous

undertone, however. “There will be violence as we enter a world of

new neural networks and new connections that were never before

there,” she says.

“When people have to run away from a fire, the person who can run

the fastest has a better chance of survival. In that sense, the way

we’re built—our physicality—used to be a determining factor,” Scher

says. But “strength could change in the future with the advent of

artificial intelligence and body extension robot networks. But how

will it change?”

“The hope is that brute strength won’t be necessary at some point,

that it will drop away. But if we (humans) keep populating the Earth

like this, how can you get equality, equity, and extensions for every

person?” she says.

I ask her if she thinks our relationship to power is changing in civil

society today. She seems encouraged not by the answer but by the

question. “These are questions that humans ask, but these are not

questions that artificial intelligence will ask. In your proposal, it’s

great to see that you are a human!”

Scher, who is deftly avoidant of concrete answers, adds that she

remains optimistic. “Maybe the human thing is over but, because I’m

human, I have hope. I have trust though that technology will

continue to move on,” she says. “If not by humans, technology will

continue to do it itself.”
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Julia Scher’s Guards, Hidden Camera at Frieze London 2018. Courtesy of

Esther Schipper, Berlin.
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Scher’s female-centric installation, which draws reference both to a

brothel and a teenage girl’s bedroom, conflates a surveillance

society with the male gaze. Her baby pink security blankets, pink

guard uniforms, and photographs of children in pink uniforms, who

are portrayed as safekeepers, stir up tension between the realities

of women, who tend to be over-observed in both public and private

spaces. (Scher’s choice of pink comes from its history as the color

attached to homosexuals in the Nazi death camps and later as the

symbol of resistance and empowerment in the AIDS coalition ACT

UP.)

These are all ingredients in Scher’s vision of dystopian optimism, as

is Mama Bed, a work from 2003 that features a bed and a leather

whip, surrounded by cameras. Everything lingers around the

boundary of being cute but also profoundly scary. “Is something

really threatening if it’s sweet?” asks Scher.
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Always There (1994) from Scher’s “Surveillance Beds” series. Courtesy of

Esther Schipper.

Scher taught the first class on surveillance studies in the US at the

Massachusetts College of Art in Boston. It’s no small wonder,

considering her premonitions about the paradoxes of “smart”

technology were eerily prescient (If this is a SmartRoom, why don’t

the lights works!? calls out the installation, in doubt of itself.) Today,

she’s a professor of multimedia and surveillant architectures at the

Academy of Media Arts in Cologne, where she has lived for many

years.

“Does a [‘SmartRoom’] mean that, without computers, we are in a

DumbRoom?” Scher asks me, in another baffling question. “Are we

paying more to be with artificial intelligence? Wonderland comes out

of an alertness about what everybody already knew back in 1998:

how devastating technology smells on one side, but how grateful we

are for it on the other.”

I wondered if she could imagine the male gaze ever becoming

outmoded, as technology may continue to change power relations.

“Let me answer the question sideways first. My hope is that

identification itself becomes more liquid, like it really is,” Scher says.

“And my hope is that it the dominating gaze, used to force you into a

shape, will be like some kind of plague—gone.”
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Tomás Saraceno, Brainy Spider-Man of the Art

World, Talks Arachnids—and Denies He Is

Trying ‘to Capture and Eat Berlin’s Art Scene’

The environmentally conscious artist's entire show at Esther Schipper in

Berlin packs up into one box.

<*7+259S&=54:92S&.",,/%011-2$%345,-2,36#714+#>,1?*7+259S8+54:92S8BTUV;, November 21, 2019
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Tomás Saraceno. Photo: Alfred Weidinger © 2015

My daughter calls Tomás Saraceno “the spider man who’s not

Spider-Man.” Over and over, I’ve written profiles of and done

interviews with the Argentinian, Berlin-based artist, returning home

each time to show my 10-year-old my newest smartphone images of

glistening spider webs that the artist researches, preserves, and

exhibits, as well as the exotic spiders that spin them. She’s always

fascinated and a little scared (right now she prefers snakes to

spiders).

“I, of course, like the spiders, but I like their webs better,” Saraceno

told me at a party in Berlin a few weeks ago. As a metaphor, the web

is the ultimate referent to Saraceno’s practice. Many of his works

occur as weblike objects: early pieces, like his many iterations of

“Cloud Cities,” are intricate, quasi-utopian architectures suspended

high in the air from cables; more recent works have included real

spider webs in two or three dimensions.

But this son of two scientists is as much about the increasingly

dense web of knowledge that interconnects his multiple lines of

inquiry (astrophysics, architecture, and arachnology are just the

beginning). A growing network of collaborators and researchers
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(human and nonhuman) is involved in this voracious research, so it’s

also about a collective consciousness that, if Saraceno’s lofty

visions came to fruition, could be capable of transcending the most

dire of humanity’s problems. 

“Algo-r(h)i(y)thms,” the artist’s new exhibition at Esther Schipper in

Berlin, is another representation of Saraceno’s complex web. All 300

square meters (3230 square feet) of the blazingly white exhibition

space is filled with a floor-to-ceiling network of black cording

arranged in clusters of varying sizes that are attached to each other

as well as the ceiling, walls, and floor.

Viewers walk into the spider web-meets-galaxy-meets-Buckminster

Fuller work, which is beautiful, disarming, and multi-sensory. When

plucked or rubbed, miked cords make sounds that reverberate

throughout the web and the room. The frequencies of the smaller

clusters are calibrated to match those of an Argiope keyserlingi

spider’s courtship signal; the larger ones refer to clouds in a distant

galaxy. The sonic effect is ethereal, sometimes sounding digital and

other times approximating a violin or piano string.

Tomás Saraceno “Algo-r(h)i(y)thms,” Esther Schipper, Berlin, 2019. Courtesy

the artist and Esther Schipper, Berlin. Photo © Andrea Rossetti
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On the show’s opening day, Saraceno laughed as he met me in the

gallery for yet another interview. Me again. I feel like I’ve stalked him

for two years, appearing repeatedly in the multi-story factory Berlin

studio (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=05rgQUFPTjc&feature=emb_title) that he’s occupied since 2013 (he

came to Germany to study architecture, then art), each time meeting

yet a few more of his 80-odd employees and seeing what the spiders

in the upstairs lab are spinning3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05rgQUFPTjc&feature=emb_title


On a previous visit, I showed up in a remote rural field near the

Polish border when he launched a group of outsize black triangular

balloons—ongoing tests of solar-powered air flight and part of his

“Aerocene” project (a foundation, a community, and part of an idea

that we all might somehow live in the sky or fly without fossil fuels).

I’ve come to see him at galleries and museums mid-installation—this

one took more than two weeks—and enjoyed witnessing the

outcomes of large-scale exhibitions like the vast “On Air” show at

Paris’s Palais de Tokyo last year. 

Yet truly following the man is unrealistic: Beyond showing

extensively in biennials and institutions on all continents, he also

meets with government ministers about fossil-free transportation,

does TED talks, orchestrates concerts between musicians and

arachnids, and disappears into remote regions with shamans and

healers. In the past, he’s worked with some of the world’s more

esteemed scientific institutions, including NASA, MIT, and Max-

Planck Institute. His smartphone schedule is a mess of highlighter

colors and appointments. His mind is somewhere in the

metaphorical clouds, most of the time.

Tomás Saraceno “Algo-r(h)i(y)thms,” Esther Schipper, Berlin, 2019. Courtesy

the artist and Esther Schipper, Berlin. Photo © Andrea Rossetti

Saraceno hands me an instruction manual to the show before we

enter the gallery in felt slippers. The sheet explains how spiders tap

and pluck their webs to communicate and serves as inspiration for

viewers to “play” what they’re seeing3 The installation is meant to be

one instrument: “Like people on the same piano, not like an

orchestra,” Saraceno says. It’s an embodiment of the notion that

everything from the cosmos to the tiniest invertebrate is connected.

He explains spider behavior, which is solely based on vibrational

sensing (spiders are both blind and deaf ): Much behavior seems

deviant to mammalian standards. There are spiders who mimic the

courtship vibration only to eat the spider they’ve just courted

(seems oddly familiar, on some level). Other spiders eat their

mothers when her body starts drumming a signal (a matricidal

dinner bell of sorts).

“So this installation is supposed to capture and eat Berlin’s art

scene?” I ask. “I’m not a black widow,” he says, with his signature

raspy laugh. For all our humorous banter, the conversation reveals

the extensive research and cross-disciplinary thinking that goes into

these works. But at the same time, they are crowd-pleasers:

immersive and just fun. It’s not quite “Big Fun Art”

(https://news.artnet.com/opinion/state-of-the-culture-part-i-

1184315) (a coinage by Artnet News critic Ben Davis); rather,

Saraceno seems to use accessibility as to lure the viewer into

engaging with far more complex subjects.

There is something of a mad scientist vibe to Saraceno, who every

time I visit the studio (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=05rgQUFPTjc&feature=emb_title), enthusiastically shows me

https://news.artnet.com/opinion/state-of-the-culture-part-i-1184315
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05rgQUFPTjc&feature=emb_title


everything new he and his multinational teams are working on (last

time it was the Arachnomancy app, on view at Ralph Rugoff’s main

exhibition (https://news.artnet.com/exhibitions/review-venice-may-

you-live-in-interesting-times-1542859) at this year’s Venice

Biennale).

Palais de Tokyo’s “On Air” curator Rebecca Lamarche-Vadel has

likened Seraceno’s polymathy to that of Leonardo da Vinci. Lately,

though, Saraceno is not only departing from the visual in favor of

sound, but is also delving into instinct and intuition. In an effort to

access dormant or nonhuman knowledge and understand subtle

sensory input (as well as mentally manage a brutal travel schedule

and a midsize company), he has been trying new things. He’s

currently into Transcendental Meditation, will soon travel to

Cameroon for a divination ceremony, and will return to the jungle in

Argentina with a Colombian shaman to better understand natural

sound.

Tomás Saraceno Webs of At-tent(s)ion, 2018 Exhibition view of ON AIR, Carte

Blanche to Tomás Saraceno, Palais de Tokyo, Paris, 2018. Curated by Rebecca

Lamarche-Vadel. Courtesy the artist and Esther Schipper, Berlin. Photo ©

Andrea Rossetti
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On a more practical level, Saraceno’s studio

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=05rgQUFPTjc&feature=emb_title)

recently audited its energy use and found that more than 50 percent

fell to art transport. The team is beginning to work around this. “This

show packs down to one box!” Saraceno says of his entanglement at

Esther Schipper.

To tweak his personal behavior amid a packed travel schedule, he

has begun to take the train to London, has started biking to the

studio (https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=05rgQUFPTjc&feature=emb_title) when he can, and now wonders

whether art can be shipped via one of his “Aerocene Explorer”

balloons (or perhaps just be an “Aerocene” balloon, flying in during

biennial openings).

Still, Saraceno is not preachy. “One of the 10 points of advocacy is

to never point fingers,” he says, mentioning the dangers of call-out

culture or excessive self-criticism. “We have degrees of

responsibility—response-ability,” he says, repeating something he’s

told me before. “Our role—this gallery, myself, you—is actually very

tiny. But if we change our habits, we’re less able to be manipulated

for profit. We have to consciously locate ourselves. Try to see which

alliances we have to build,” he says, becoming a little quiet. “I don’t

know. It’s hard.”

Like my young daughter says, Saraceno the spider-man is not the

superhero. He is an explorer of inner space and outer space, the

creator of confluences, new forms of communication, and some

contradictions. He exudes an idealism and optimism even in the

midst of what’s called the Sixth Extinction. Most people leave
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conversations with him—or interactions with his art—feeling slightly

different about the world and the creatures in it. Senses sharpen for

just a little while, or forever. It’s one reason I keep coming back.

Weirdly, my daughter said yesterday that she was writing a story

about a “flying city in the sky” in school, making me wonder if

Saraceno’s alternate communication somehow made a direct pass to

her through me. And I can’t bring myself to kill the spiders spinning

webs at home anymore, because my home is their home, too. We are

not alone.

Tomas Saraceno’s “Algo-r(h)i(y)thms” is on view at Esther Schipper in

Berlin until December 21.

Follow Artnet News (https://www.facebook.com/artnet) on Facebook: 
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1 0  I D E A S  T H A T  C O N S U M E   
S E C U R I T Y 

By Julia Scher
Illustration: Antonia Stringer
----------------------------------------------

1. C H R O N I C  C O N S E N T   
A L E R T N E S S 

Every day, at least ten times per day, we click 
“OK”, “I agree”, “sign here”, “I accept”. We are 
meant, it appears, to take joy in the journey 
and move to the next screen, the next paperless 
transaction. We never know when it is going to 
happen — when suddenly a yellow box will erupt 
and demand “Accept!” 

2. T E C H N O L O G I C A L  S E D U C T I O N  
C O M E S  W I T H  C U R V E S

Mobile devices, phones especially, have soft 
rounded corners. Although the device itself 
can’t really injure us, its microwaves probably 
can. But then again, waves are also curvy, 
and when we imagine their movements they are 
mesmerizing and seductive — not scary at all. 
This giant MRI machine, this gas mask can’t  
hurt us — they are all curved. 

3. P O P U L A R  H I G H - T E C H  T O X I C  
A D H E S I O N S

We are stuck to an adventure of disconnection. 
We respond, hear things in English, watch 
screen movements without blinking. We purchase 
new-tech body insertables, breathables, 
chemical ingestibles, pills and psychological-
help recordings. Our ears hurt from the 
electromagnetic radiation spilling from our 
mobile phones, but we can’t pull the darn  
things o! our faces.

4. W O M E N  A N D  S C R U T I N Y

Let’s raise the spectre of woman as scrutinizer 
— as “watcher” in everyday life! From ancestral 
mothers protecting children at the mouths 
of caves, the various acts of watching, to 
scrutinize, are consequential. Women examine, 
explore, engage, contact. We have learned, 
in countless "lms, from the woman’s view — as 
directors put us inside female characters’ eyes. 

5. C H A S E  S C E N E S  A S   
E N T E R T A I N M E N T

Many of the "rst "lms were composed of silent 
chase scenes and domestic disturbances, where 
furniture and property were busted up. We can 
enjoy siding with characters #eeing or making 
escapes. With its many variations, a chase 
can be endless or incorporate an end with 

demolition, death, abduction, capture, escape, 
love, entanglement, resignation. We empathize 
with the pain or panic of the pursued or share 
in the joy of the pursuer.

6. D I S T U R B A N C E   
A R C H I T E C T U R E S  H A V E  U S   
I M A G I N E  C O N T R O L

What can we build from a landslide or toxic 
accumulation, like a dump? We should advocate 
architecture that evolves from within the new 
ecology we have created and work together as 
revisions are tested. While the idea to build 
healthy living spaces for shifting, wounded  
and evolving populations is awesome, more elite 
architectures of con"nement and restriction  
are built.    

7. T H E  A L L U R E  O F  R E P E A T E D   
O R A L  C O M M A N D S 

Our ears perk up at the multiple sounds we hear 
on a daily basis — everywhere. We are attentive 
to noise in the room, the airport, the drug 
store, the subway, public space, tra!ic control, 
its cadences and its cessation. Mostly these 
are oral commands of a constant volume, timing 
and reverberation. Even the smile is a command: 
echoing the words of Stephen Stills on “Wooden 
Ships”: “If you smile at me, I will understand 
/ Cause that is something everybody everywhere 
does / In the same language.”

8. C C T V  T R A F F I C K E R S  M A K E  A   
N E W  W I L D  W E S T

CCTV footage is not only a testing ground that 
is constantly growing protective and coercive 
networks, but an erupting market, where pieces 
of surveillance material are tra!icked and CCTV 
equipment is dragged o! into all four corners  
of the earth and sky.

9. S E C U R I T Y  P L E A S U R E S  A N D   
“ H A U T E  F U T U R E ” 

There is a newly discovered pleasure in the 
identi"cation process built into our devices. 
Gestures, "ngerprints and facial lines allow 
us to connect to wearables and plug in. 
It’s sharable information that functions as 
protection and safeguard.

10. S U R V E I L L A N C E  A N D   
“ M E T A V E I L L A N C E ”

There are many types of “veillance”.  Sur- and 
sousveillance, for example, or dataveillance, 
where the watchers are being watched and cameras 
are watched by other cameras. The nature of new 
expectations and doubts about the world beyond 
surveillance is yet unseen. On earth at least, 
there is a broader world of seeing sight itself. 
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It seems odd that, until a couple of years ago, 
Julia Scher’s work hadn’t been much exhibited 
for about 15 years. The !" artist’s pointed and 
humorous preoccupation with surveillance 
technologies, machine learning and voyeurism 
in the name of safety is as relevant now as it  
was when she emerged during the late 1980s, 
especially considering that Scher has evidently 
kept up with technical developments over the 
years. Following a string of shows since 2016,  
her exhibition at Galerie Drei proves this again, 
by restaging – typically for her – elements of a 
much earlier exhibition, but giving this histori- 
cisation of her own position a contemporary 
framework. Specifically, behind the broad 
windowed facade of the gallery there is a white 
plywood wall with a barred balustrade on top. 
The only opening, a doorway o#ering a glance 
into the dramatically lit interior, is crowned  
by the words $%&'!(" )%((*+%( in capital 
letters and underneath that, a bit smaller,  
“*’,, -' .'/0,'”, set o# in quote marks.

With this architectural setting Scher quotes 
her 1991 exhibition I’ll be gentle at Pat Hearn 
Gallery, New York, where two such corridors 
split the gallery into three thematic zones. Yet 
the reference works very di#erently in this case, 
with the installation of the wall reestablishing 
the separation of outside and inside seemingly 
abolished by Galerie Drei’s welcomingly glazed 

facade. The ‘voyeuristic’ glimpse into the gallery 
is mostly blocked, but Scher does place a sad- 
looking houseplant in between the window  
and the wall; the plant barely conceals a video 
camera (Hallway Cam, 1991/2018) filming the 
entrance to the Voyeur’s Corridor. The direct 
broadcast is played back on one of two anti-
quated monitors that sit on the windowsill.  
The second monitor shows a medley of text  
and images generated by visitor interaction 
during the aforementioned exhibition at Pat 
Hearn Gallery, using the installed camera sys- 
tem and a data-collection programme. Inter- 
estingly, the two stacked monitors show in their 
juxtaposition of di#erent technical generations 
not only how certain surveillance practices stay 
the same, but also how our dealings with them 
change. As self-aware gallery visitors act up  
for the cameras in the historical footage, it 
appears that Scher’s surveillance equipment  
was, despite its criticality, taken as an invitation 
to enter into a flirtatious game.

The crisp colour broadcast on the top moni- 
tor shows such little activity at the entrance  
to the Voyeur’s Corridor that it might as well be a 
freezeframe. The monotony of the feed could be 
representative of how unsensational surveillance 
is today, even with a much greater awareness of 
its problems. The visibility of this technology is 
completely di#erent, too. Instead of a monstrous 

installation consisting of a multitude of cameras, 
monitors and hundreds of metres of cable, which 
were visible in the Voyeur’s Corridor back then 
(the installation is now called The Schürmann 
House, 1991) and is permanently installed at the 
eponymous collector couple’s house), the interior 
today stays almost empty. Inside – you can go  
in, but it’s viewable from outside too – there  
are spotlights, magically charging the view from 
the outside. Other than that there is only !" on 
Location (2018), Amazon’s ‘smart speaker’ Echo 
Plus, which is viewable through the aperture  
in the corridor and emits a female voice – Julia 
rather than Alexa. The voice is completely 
devoted to service and recites a sort of techno- 
poetic spoken word, contextually often askew 
(“biowars are treatment options for trauma”), 
but occasionally referring to the exhibition  
and data security in general. Here, Scher seems 
chiefly interested in the dark abyss that opens 
behind this eerie design object, which never  
gives away which information it is gathering  
and processing. The surrounding emptiness  
in the Voyeur’s Corridor enhances the dark  
aura of this little machine: Scher could not have  
found a better way to emphasise how topical  
her works and her interests in the embraces  
and strangleholds of surveillence technology 
still are today. Moritz Scheper

Translated from the German by Liam Tickner

I’ll Be Gentle, No Consent, 2018 (installation view).  
Courtesy Galerie Drei, Cologne

Julia Scher  I’ll Be Gentle, No Consent

Galerie Drei, Cologne  30 June – 25 August
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‘I'll Be Gentle, No
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Julia Scher’s disconcerting 1991
immersive installation which
surveilles its visitors is rebooted -
and upgraded - at DREI, Cologne
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In 1991, Julia Scher assembled the immersive video installation,

‘I’ll be Gentle’, at Pat Hearn Gallery in New York. Moving

through the installation’s three rooms, visitors entered their

personal details into a database, were bombarded by a Dadaist

array of safety imperatives and presented with the surveillance
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footage that had been recorded of them in the gallery. Some

27 years later at DREI in Cologne, we !nd various elements of

Scher’s gentleness reincarnated under the expanded title ‘I’ll be

Gentle, no Consent’.

The recurring elements include the Hallway Cam (1991/2018),

an orange JVC studio camera that lurks all-too-conspicuously

in an arti!cial bush. A dangling mass of cables suggests that

the camera is transmitting footage to two stacked monitors

positioned in the window, but it soon becomes clear that one

of the screens is playing a video cut from recordings of the 1991

installation. And, while the second monitor does show a live-

feed of pedestrians on the pavement outside the gallery, it

doesn’t originate from the orange decoy, but from another

camera concealed within the same faux bush. 

At the centre of a backlit wall that bisects the gallery is a

doorway labelled ‘Voyeurs Corridor’, through which the visitor

can glimpse an even more dramatically lit Amazon Echo device

– the main new addition to Scher’s constellation. Since its

release in 2015, the Echo series of voice-controlled smart

speakers has gained notoriety online for its unsolicited

behaviour. It has been caught talking to itself, transmitting

conversations to saved contacts, quoting Hannibal Lecter and

laughing at its users.
M O R E  L I K E  T H I S
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For more than 30 years, Scher has strived to visualize the

interplay between surveillance, control and exhibitionism, and

it is the insurmountable di"culty of drawing this project into

the present age that resonates throughout the show. The semi-

functional tangles of cables seem like curious relics in the face

of wireless data; the live-feed of visitors appears quaint in the

age of automated motion tracking and facial recognition; the

panoptic eye that was once embodied by the camera has

seamlessly evolved into the user interface. But, rather than

aestheticize the forms and materials of these technologies

past, Scher resurrects them in order to point to problems that

remain decidedly unresolved. In ‘I’ll be Gentle, no Consent’, the

reactive human body and its moving image, once central to

Scher’s installations, is demoted to the status of an inert

onlooker, doomed, perhaps, to endure as little more than a

Julia Scher,
installation view,
2018, DREI,
Cologne.
Courtesy: DREI,
Cologne
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voyeur of its algorithmically administered condition.

Scher’s Amazon Echo sputters o# a series of pre-programmed

phrases that articulate a sexualized unease at the expanded

possibilities for surveillance and data collection which such

technologies represent, as well as the ambivalent ethical status

of quasi-intelligent automatons: ‘how do humans give consent

to an arti!cial? Consent relies on having a body and a mind …

somewhere.’ The fragments seem tinged with a certain

frustration; a desire, even, to break the disciplinary fourth wall

enacted by $awless surfaces and user-friendly interactions.

Advertisement

‘Exhibitionism’ once served as a blanket diagnosis for a

spectrum of novel cultural perversities that emerged in

response to the explosion of consumer video technology in the

1980s and ’90s – from homemade sex tapes to reality

television. Now, in the age of social media, the compulsion to

participate in one’s own representation, or lack thereof, has

Advertisement

Julia Scher,  I'll Be
Gentle [IBG], 1991 /

2018, video still,
archive material,

time lapse recording.
Courtesy: DREI,

Cologne
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become the order of the day. What then seems perverse in

Scher’s diagnosis is not just the pleasure we humans take in

posing for the camera but, rather, the pleasure we take in

having the gentler algorithmic agents of the market and the

state pose as humans while we serve each other’s needs. If, in

1984 (1949), George Orwell’s vision for the future of a

totalitarian surveillance state was ‘a boot stamping on a

human face – for ever’, ours might be that of an unrelenting

embrace. 

Julia Scher: ‘I’l l be Gentle, no Consent’Julia Scher: ‘I’l l be Gentle, no Consent’

<http://www.drei.cologne/archive/1806_js.html> <http://www.drei.cologne/archive/1806_js.html> was

on view at DREI, Cologne from 30 June until 25 August 2018.

STA N TO N  TAY LO R

Main image: Julia Scher, installation view (exterior), 2018, DREI, Cologne. Courtesy:

DREI, Cologne
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JULIA SCHER AND MAURIN DIETRICH IN CONVERSATION

TAPING 
THOUSANDS 
OF HOURS 
OF PARKING 
LOTS, 

JUST 
TO BE SURE

From top - Security By Julia IX, 1990, Le Choix 
des Femmes installation view at Le Consortium, 
Dijon, 1990. Courtesy: the artist and Esther 
Schipper, Berlin. Photo: T. Charles Erickson; 
Security by Julia II, 1989, Security By Julia II 
(SBJ II) installation view at Artists Space,  
New York, 1989. Courtesy: the artist and Esther 
Schipper, Berlin. Photo: Julia Scher; Buffalo 
Under Surveillance (TV studio live shot), 1992. 
Courtesy: the artist and Esther Schipper, Berlin. 
Photo: Julia Scher
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“Your warm data harvesting is 
important to us. We appreciate  
the attention.” 
– Julia Scher, Predictive  
Engineering3 at San Francisco 
Museum of Art, 2016. 

Aiming at the exposure of dangers 
and ideologies, as well as the  
need of monitoring systems, Julia 
Scher’s work explores social  
control dynamics in the public realm 
and takes the forms of interactive 
installations, reformulated surveil-
lance, site tours, interventions, 
performances, photography, writing, 
web work, linear video, and sound. 
She addresses the psychosocial 
implications of surveillance,  
the poetry of power, seduction and 
control, and why we are still  
taping thousands of hours of park-
ing lots “just to be sure.” 

Growing up in Hollywood, Julia Scher is a professor of 
Multimedia Performance and Surveillance Architectures at KHM 
in Cologne. Scher recently exhibited Occupational Placement as 
part of the group exhibition Enemy of the Stars at KW Institute 
for Contemporary Art in Berlin. Originally shot in 1990 for the 
Wexner Center for the Arts the work juxtaposes sequences from 
live, permanent security systems, temporary cameras as well as pre- 
recorded videos. 

MAURIN DIETRICHIn France, there was a recent trial where a concerned father in-
stalled video cameras in his home to survey the babysitter of his 
young son, since he thought she didn’t treat him well. What the 
tapes showed was that she was having her boyfriend over while she 
was supposed to watch the son. She later found out that she had 
been videotaped and went to court with it. E.M. Forster wrote that 
it’s “a serious thing to have been watched. We all radiate something 
curiously intimate when we believe ourselves to be alone.” Is it still 
a “serious thing” to have been watched in a time when we have mul-
tiple cameras constantly around us in our private rooms, as well as 
in public spaces? 

JULIA SCHERFor me the question that I ask myself in relation to being watched 
is the nature of privacy and how that term is de!ned relative to sur-
veillance. Privacy was never a kind of guaranteed raw material of 
urban life and our expectation of privacy might change as surveil-
lance technology moves on. The old civil law was: You can’t have 
a space surveilled unless you are noti!ed. You can survey if you put 
up a sign saying, “Warning: This space is under surveillance,” but 
without prior noti!cation it was illegal, depending on the nation- 
state location. Now, I expect everywhere I am there is going to be 
at least a camera and a microphone, but in the future every place 
will have that inherent expectation of surveillance. This also relates 
to technology and the form it takes. Thirty years ago, the cameras 

were so large that you could not easily overlook them, and they 
were also pricey. But there is also an issue raised by lawyer Themis 
Michos that I know which is: There never was privacy. Privacy is 
a middle-class construct and development. In the cave human’s 
time, you did not have an expectation of privacy, but you could go 
somewhere (hide behind a rock) with a presumption of privacy.  
In a constructed space, in architecture, in urban space, that notion 
has changed. Now surveillance is socially acceptable. It’s packaged, 
it’s advertised, it’s sold. Furthermore, we see that we play a role in 
it by being “responsible users.” 

MDOne of the oldest fables associated with being surveilled or 
watched is Boy with Thorn, a Greco-Roman bronze sculpture of a 
boy withdrawing a thorn from the sole of his foot. It shows a boy, 
maybe the age of twelve, who graciously sits on a stone, bending 
over to pull a thorn out of his feet. At that moment, he looks up and 
realizes he is being watched. Kleist writes about that as the moment 
of the boy losing his unconscious grace upon re"ection. Your work, 
however, is not that one-sided, but ambiguous about the realization 
of being watched and also considers that a potentially productive 
moment. Looking at younger generations who grew up with the 
constant presence of a gaze, do you consider the notion of cameras 
has changed? Do you think a younger generation will be more edu-
cated with that moment of being watched?

JSI don’t think they are more educated in the older analog way. 
The are just more familiar with the machines. The devices no longer 
disrupt anything, since the tools are so present that no one could 
potentially notice the moment of grace before re"ection, before 
seeing oneself being seen. It’s also uncanny that none of those ma-
chines have sharp edges that could hurt you. All our devices, our 
iPhones, laptops, tablets are smooth with their soft edges. They are 
harmless; they are all easy for children to use. This is a great thing 
and a horrible provocation. That it seems they can’t hurt anyone— 
too big to swallow and too soft to be injured if they fall on our face. 
I see that as a kind of perversity, that it’s harmless to take a position 
where you are e#ortlessly in a "ow of images and sounds that are 
not only yours but are shared by a community you don’t know and 
might never know. 

I see this as the moment you can’t undo. I don’t know if we are 
being out-clevered by the machines, but it’s the path into arti!cial 
intelligence. Larger subjects, communal—maybe freundlich, maybe 
not—with the same kind of characteristics of good and evil, high or 
low. But somehow I imagine it more like the Wild West. Your im-
age may travel, will be reproduced, violated, and used without your 
permission in ways we cannot imagine now. 

MDYour body as a battleground. Did the gaze—someone watching 
you—ever have a positive connotation?

JSI saw this on television! On television there were positive in-
stances of being watched and being seen. There were positive 
outcomes for people being seen by a camera. Growing up in Los 
Angeles, there was a strange mix of television, !lm, and contem-
porary art. The idea of being scrutinized came up in music in the 
1960-70s all the time. Being surveilled a certain way, being watched 
by non-benevolent forces and how to counteract that. At the same 
time, the government introduced surveillance as a tool to record and 
prevent crime. I grew up in a context between watchfulness to pro-
tect, to hurt, to stop action, and watchfulness to kill. 

I also had an obsession with watchfulness much earlier since my 
mom did surveillance on me when I was a child. The notion of being 
surveilled is one of my early childhood memories, but from a very 
young age, I remember that this gaze was unlikeable.

MDThroughout (art) history, the gaze has been that of a male 
looking at a woman. In what way does your work appropriate 
and disrupt that? We still mostly have images produced that speak 
about and for male desire with very few ideas of what form a fe-
male gaze can take. Could the gaze of a camera potentially be a 
non-gendered one and how is vision and watching re-organized 
in your work? 
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JSIn the mid 1980s, observation was gendered, and it was primari-
ly by and for men. By that time, I was working as a cleaning woman 
in the men and women’s showers at an aerobics parlor called The 
Sweatshop in Minneapolis. It’s a long and boring story why I had 
this job, but it’s where I learned everything about electronics and 
cameras. I was kind of a butch-looking woman and wasn’t met with 
hostility by the people that came to the aerobics parlor to work out. 
I crawled around, scrubbing the !oor at the feet of naked people 
while they were showering. I was around everyone very close, and 
no one minded by the time I showed up with a camera. I began 
"lming them in the workout room doing aerobics. No one thought 
it was intrusive; they were already comfortable with me there, so 
they didn’t mind me bringing a camera into the room. They ac-
cepted that the camera was almost a natural extension of all of us.  
Those were my "rst shots with a video camera. I wouldn’t say it 
was only a presentation of dykeness that got everyone comfortable 
but everyone understood what it means to share a surveilled space.  
We were all complicit in that situation. 

MDYour work aims to expose the dangers and ideologies of moni-
toring systems without leaving aside the psycho-social implications 
of surveillance, as well as to question if that technical device is only 
as good as its owner’s intention. 

JSThe root of my own work is understanding those paradigms 
in relation to a domestic space that was, in my case, really under 
threat. One of the "rst apartments I had when I moved out of my 
parents’ place, I was renting from a guy that I suspected of abus-
ing his daughter. Some of the "rst works I did were audiotapes that  
I gave to Social Services. So, the "rst artwork was something that  
I then gave to someone else as an act of bearing witness. As in bear-
ing witness, I could get something wrong righted. And surveillance 
could help with something so wrong, yet so invisible and unseen. 
Brutality—the threat of being killed— is there, even if it’s not real 
in my case. And what if the eye of the camera is a benevolent one? 
The idea of a witnessing eye in my work goes back to "lms like  
The Fugitive, in which after being wrongfully convicted for the 
murder of his wife, Dr. Richard Kimble escapes from custody and 
sets out to prove his innocence. 

MDIn the last decades—especially after 9/11—surveillance tech- 
nology shifted from photographic tracking of visible bodies 
through (public) space to the electronic sorting of "les or !ows 
of information. A shift from portrait to pro"le that was enabled 
to map everyone ’s everyday actions or even to predict what steps 
individuals might take next. Data of personal habits and consumer 
preferences are interlinked and woven together to form a complex 
pro"le. Avital Ronell takes up this issue in “The State of Art,” with 
what she describes an almost “post-human body”—a nonphysical 

body that is simply a record of information traces left behind.  
Are you interested in this shift towards a non-image based practice 
in surveillance?

JSThe concept of image has grown into something else, into 
things that are micromanaged and into forms that are completely 
unmanageable. Data surveillance is now done entirely by machines.  
No human is needed to recognize di#erent kinds of what you call 
“portraitures.” So, when the human factor is taken out, you can 
reckon all the multiplicity of machines and systems that take over.  
They still present images to us—because we are human—but that 
image is only an artifact for our comfort. The artifacts are used for 
comfort when really graphs, notations, and data are all that is need-
ed. We are immersed in a world of post-representation, where you 
don’t need to waste time with older forms of imagery. Does that 
mean what Terminator sees? In many ways, sci-" aspects are already 
completely realized, but at the same time, “we” are still housed in 
these containers—our analog neural network—our bodies. 

MDThat shift from portrait to pro"le became most visible for me the 
"rst time someone at a dinner started talking to their phone: “Siri, 
please take a sel"e.” For me, this shift is also indicated in the use of 
voice in your work. Does the medium of the voice indicate this new 
non-visual presence? Do you talk to your devices?

JSNo, I resist because it’s a way to revolt, to "ght back. The mo-
ment I start talking to my devices, I will acknowledge that I am re-
liant and dependent on that object. Acknowledging our reliance on 
something we cannot see or control is more of the uncanny. 

It’s also jealousy: Why did Apple not hire me to be this voice? 
The moment they give each of us a customized voice for our devic-
es, then I will do it. But when I am talking to Siri, it’s somehow the 
feeling that I am not special; I am no more special than anyone else. 
It’s this old-fashioned thing that has been addressed in my work all 
the time. That none of us are addressed any di#erently than any 
other in my installations. Everyone is seen by surveillance the same 
way for now. There is a work where my voice warns you about 
something that will control you, with circus music in playing in the 
background. It’s a joke, but it’s also very serious.

One of the most important works in relation to that is one 
that Bruce Nauman constructed in a hallway back at UCLA.  
On a white wall in Dickinson Art Center, he wrote “FUCK” with 
white paint—almost invisible. One could only see it from speci"c 
angles looking at the wall. This work was so important to me be-
cause it summarized the condition of how something that could not 
be seen was still there, which is the same way surveillance works. 
The almost invisible “FUCK” disrupted and interrupted the room 
and took over the space. This notion of “what more is there if you 
could do that.”

Courtesy: the artist and Esther Schipper, Berlin. Photo: Julia Scher
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Top - Security By Julia IX, 1990, Le Choix des Femmes installation view at Le Consortium, Dijon, 1990. 
Courtesy: the artist and Esther Schipper, Berlin. Photo: T. Charles Erickson
Bottom - Security Bed III, 1994, installation view at Schipper & Krome, Berlin, 2000. 
Courtesy: the artist and Esther Schipper, Berlin. Photo: Ilona Ripke
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The Schürmann House, 1991, Studio for Propositional Cinema, In relation to a spectator: installation view at Kestnergesellschaft, Cologne, 2017.  
Courtesy: the artist and Esther Schipper, Berlin. Photo: Raimund Zakowski
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Girl Dog (Hybrid) (detail), 2005. Courtesy: the artist and Esther Schipper, Berlin. Photo: Saverio Tonoli / Andrea Rossetti
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MDOne of your upcoming projects includes a performance as part 
of Sunday Sessions at MoMA PS1 in February. Could you tell me 
more about the performance that you are planning there?

JSIn collaboration with Topical Cream, I’m presenting a work 
called Anti Bodies; I’m imagining Consent Clinic with people, some 
architecture subplot, some curves, some consent annunciation.  
To look and to voice through a topology and calligraphy of surveil-
lance production and submission. To consider the moment when 
one submits. When do we submit to anything? When do we submit 
to a protocol, a job, to be tightened up? If an alarm goes o!, when 
do you react? 

MDYou once said what scares you most is that people constantly 
mistake or misread fake as real and real as fake. Is your work still 
concerned with that question, especially in relation to digital and 
non-digital forms of representation? I remember talking to you 
about Kim Kardashian’s book Sel!sh containing only sel"es. 

JSReal and fake has such a great history with television. I hate to 
call TV the bad guy—it’s not the only player. In the 1950s, when 
they started making reality shows—shows with “real people” 
weren’t “news.” We accept now that Kim Kardashian makes fake, 
where before we would say, “Oh, she ’s faking it, she ’s not real.”  
I don’t hear that same critique anymore. There is no such thing as, 
“This is really fake.” 

I think Kim Kardashian’s show is "ghting surveillance with sur-
veillance. I also tried that. But "ght mutates into compliance and 
deep regard—and then maybe later, regret. And regret and rejec-
tion can take many forms. What’s powerful but uncanny in the case 
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of the Kardashians is pregnancy, since that’s also about duplica-
tion, variation, doubling. Something that surveillance does as well.  
The question is also about how the idea of surveillance is hacked 
and appropriated in the case of “Keeping up with the Kardashians.” 
I think the devices that people really enjoy will be developed.  
We will be getting to sit here, talking with Kim and the little ones. 
Kanye will be playing music in the corner of this room. Films have 
sought over time to garnish real life. But in the next generation 
of image uptake, we no longer will sit and view a single-channel 
event, where one thing happens, then the next and the next. Future 
technologies have us immersed in the operating room, in the whole 
place where you were born, wherever it was. More real than real, it 
will be next real or whatever new word comes up.

MDYou started o! as a painter—in fact, a landscape painter. Do you 
still paint?

JSYes, I am a closet painter. I was interested in land art, light and 
sun. What particularly interested me in painting was the notion of 
light in "fteenth-century Dutch painting. That was also the same 
time I got a video camera, and I asked myself how could I shoot 
something that is inclusive of landscape. I also started taking sel"es 
at that time, and I wanted to combine that with landscape. In 1985,  
I was still mainly making paintings. I worked on a landscape dip-
tych with a real camera mounted at the top. The painted image was 
a large hypodermic needle between two legs. Behind it, a monitor 
was installed. The title of the work was Hardly Feel It Going In. 
Even back then it was about the question: How do we watch, and 
who gets hurt?

Security Bed, 1994, installation view, New York, 1994. Courtesy: the artist and Esther Schipper, Berlin.  
Photo: Joseph Cultice
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